Words in Air

Jennifer Caine and Rachel Hellmann in Collaboration

Quoted Poems

ADDISON
Addison Gallery of American Art
Conversation by Al
Planetarium by Adrienne Rich
Moving in Winter by Adrienne Rich
House: Some Instructions by Grace Paley
won’t you celebrate with me by Lucille Clifton
my dream about time by Lucille Clifton
I knew something was wrong by Dorothea Grossman
A Sunset of the City by Gwendolyn Brooks
Insomnia by Elizabeth Bishop
Intimate, Low-Voiced, Delicate Things by Elizabeth Bishop
Coal by Audre Lorde
Cage by Josephine Miles
Untitled by Lorine Niedecker
Pain in the House by Eleanor Ross Taylor
Nights without sleep by Sara Teasdale
Refuge by Sara Teasdale
Her house by Constance Urdang
For May Swenson by Mona Van Duyn
Blackout by Eve Merriam
It’s Hard to Keep a Clean Shirt Clean by June Jordan
Stars over the Dordogne by Sylvia Plath
Woman Work / Prisoner by Maya Angelou
From Space to Time by Carolyn M. Rodgers
Windows by Rachel Sherwood
Sleeping Alone by May Swenson
Like When I Won’t Exist by Julia de Burgos
Where is the Special Sound of the Light by Julia de Burgos
Remembering by Maya Angelou
Poem for Haruko by June Jordan
Sounds Like Pearls by Maya Angelou
Birmingham by Margaret Walker
I Want to Write by Margaret Walker
For Gwen by Margaret Walker
I Had to Go Down by Gloria Anzaldúa
Creature of Darkness by Gloria Anzaldúa
The Heart of a Woman by Georgia Douglas Johnson
Dictée by Theresa Hak Kyung Cha